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The analysis of plasma waves obtained from in-situ observation by scientific satellites is effective for understanding the
physics of near-Earth space and space plasmas in general. k-vector direction of plasma waves, using plasma wave character-
istics and remote sensing technology, provides information for understanding the global features of space plasma.

k-vector direction is generally estimated from a spectral matrix, which is the electromagnetic field’s correlation matrix.
Ideally, determining the k-vector direction including the absolute direction requires the observation results of at least 5-
electromagnetic field components. However, there is often a need for k-vector direction estimation in situations where some
sensors are missing due to sensor damage or some constraints of the scientific satellites. Further, k-vector should be estimated
with different sensor noise levels.

In this study, we introduce a k-vector estimation method based on the wave distribution function method [Storey+, 1979,
Storey+, 1980]. The method is based on the Bayesian inference, so the extent of estimation accuracy can easliy visualized.
Using this method, we evaluated the extent of estimation accuracy considering the number of sensors and the noise integration
kernel [Tanaka+, 2021].
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